
BLINKEN OSA • RESEARCH APPLICATION FORM – 2020/21 
 

 I.    PLEASE PRINT 
Last Name First Name Middle Name Passport or ID No. 

Address in Hungary: Street/Number City, State, Country Mail Code E-Mail 

Address abroad: Street/Number City, State, Country Mail Code Citizenship 

      

II.  RESEARCH SUBJECT 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

       III.  STATUS 
Occupation: CEU: Student  ❑  

CEU: Staff       ❑ 
Others:      ❑                

Department: Employer or School: 

        

IV.  DEGREE 

    ❑   High School 

   ❑   Undergraduate university student 

      ❑   BA. Higher education degree  

❑   M.A. Higher education degree 

❑    Ph.D. Advanced degree 

                    ❑ Highest  academic degree 

 

V.       HOW DO YOU KNOW ABOUT BLINKEN OSA? 
personal contacts                                                                 posters       verzio         exhibition          

CEU:                     class    seminar             instructor  OSA tour                                             

media:              web page  newspapers              TV    other                                                    

VI.                  

 I have received and understand, and will comply with, the regulations for using archival materials at 
 the Blinken OSA. 

 
  ________________________    ________________________ 
                                          Signature            Date 
 
Blinken OSA is committed to protecting your privacy by maintaining the integrity and confidentiality of your personal 

data.  

   Approved by            Date  

 
   Card Number   New/Renewal  Expiration Date 

 



 
Researcher's Statement 

 
I. On the fair and lawful use of documents containing personal data in Vera and Donald Blinken 

Open Society Archives 
 

I, the undersigned, have read and understand the following rules and statements (a. – f.) regarding Vera and Donald 
Blinken Open Society Archives (OSA).   

 
a. The principal aim of the OSA is to make its holdings available for research. OSA respects the wishes of 

donors as well as the international norms concerning informational rights and freedoms. 

 
b. In the case of public figures or individuals performing public functions, personal data relating to such 

activities are subject to the main rule of openness. Therefore documents containing such data are freely 
available to researchers unless otherwise stipulated by the donor. 

 
c. Restrictions on the accessibility of documents which contain personal data concerning other individuals are 

given at the discretion of the donor, and OSA presumes that the access status of the documents has been 
correctly indicated. Therefore OSA itself restricts the availability of documents for research only if releasing 

them would clearly violate an individual's rights and legal interests. 
 

d. OSA is not responsible for checking the authenticity, accuracy, completeness and timeliness of data 

recorded in the documents. I understand that the documents prove only the fact that these data were 
preserved by the originator, keeper or donor of the documents. 

 
e. Some of OSA’s publicly available material might contain data which could infringe the rights and legal 

interests of the individuals concerned if publicized or used out of context. I hereby declare that I accept all 
legal and financial responsibility arising out of, or in connection with, this possible infringement of the rights 

and legal interests of individuals, and that to the greatest extent permitted by law, I will indemnify and 
defend OSA from and against all claims, damages, judgments, fines, penalties and costs arising out of, or in 

connection with, this possible infringement of the rights and legal interests of individuals. 
 

f. According to the ethical norms of scientific research and to the rules governing rights to information, 

accessibility does not automatically mean publicity. I declare that I am aware of my special obligation to 
respect the privacy rights of individuals in any publication of biographical data from unpublished sources 

contained in the Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty Archives of OSA. 
 

II.  On the reproduction of copyrighted and non-copyrighted materials 
I, hereby declare that any usage of scanned or photographically reproduced material obtained from the holdings of 

the OSA will be used solely for non-commercial research and educational purposes in low resolution format. For 
exceptions to Hungarian and International Copyright Law please consult the applicable legislation. Any additional 
usage, publication, public projection, screening, performance is subject to permission, please submit request to the 

Senior Reference Archivist. 
 

III.  On the use of Parallel Archive 
I acknowledge the effort of Vera and Donald Blinken Open Society Archives (OSA) to grant unlimited access to the 

file storage system, Parallel Archive (PA), an independently-operated scholarly tool that allows individual researchers 
to store, manage, and if they want, share their primary sources and archival documents in a web 2.0 environment. I 

also acknowledge the privilege granted by OSA in allowing researchers an unlimited number of digital reproductions 
from OSA’s collections. In exchange for this privilege, researchers are expected to upload and store images of 

documents from OSA's collections on Parallel Archive and to make them available to the wider academic public; OSA 
will monitor this process. Digital reproductions are exclusively for educational and academic purpose as indicated in 
the Terms of Use. 

 
Date: 

Researcher’s name:  …………………………   
Researcher’s signature 


